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The Structure of the PIE Verb

5.1. Verbs in PIE and in most of the ancient IE daughter languages were inflected in dozens of forms. In this they were vastly different from Modern English verbs, barely any of which has more than five forms (e.g. sing sings singing sang sung). As stated in the preceding chapter, the grammatical categories that were distinguished in PIE verb inflection are person (first, second, and third), number (singular, dual, and plural), tense, voice, and mood. (On verbal aspect, see §5.10 below.)

Tense

5.2. Verbs in PIE could inflect in the present tense ('I go, am going'), the imperfect tense ('I was going', expressing ongoing or background action in past time), and the aorist tense ('I went', expressing one-time or completed action in past time). Traditional scholarship also recognizes a fourth tense, the perfect, but this is now viewed as a stative (see §5.53 below) that secondarily acquired use as a resultative past tense: 'I am in a state of having gone, I have gone'. There was probably also a pluperfect, a past of the perfect, though this is debated. Some further believe that PIE had a future (see §§5.39ff. below). Each of these tenses could distinguish various voices and moods (more limitedly, it appears, in the perfect), which are discussed in §§5.5-4ff.

5.3. The actual forms of the tenses and moods were made from tense-stems, of which there were three: the present stem, aorist stem, and perfect stem. There do not appear to have been conjugational classes in PIE as there were in, say, Latin. Rather, in one group of verbs, called primary verbs, the tense-stems were formed directly from the root. In another group, called derived verbs, the tense-stems were created secondarily by means of productive suffixes to express particular types of action or shades of meaning. These verbs included causatives, iteratives, desideratives, and denominatives, all of which will be discussed in due course.

Not every verb could form all three tense-stems. Quite a few did not form perfects, for example, and derived verbs only had present stems in PIE. (The daughter languages have often independently innovated additional tense-stems for these verbs.)

Voice

5.4. The voice (also called diathesis) of a verb indicates the role that the subject plays in the action. Two voices were distinguished in verbal inflection, active and middle. (On the passive, see below.) The difference in meaning between these two voices in PIE is not fully clear. In traditional grammatical usage, active means that the subject is doing the action rather than being acted upon, while middle means the subject is either acting upon itself or is in some other way "internal" to the action.

This rough guideline works reasonably well for verbs that could inflect in either voice. We can illustrate this with some active/middle verb pairs in Hittite. Sometimes the middle meant the same as the active but differed in not taking a direct object; in other words, the middle could express the intransitive of a transitive active, e.g. transitive active irbatzi 'sets an end to', intransitive middle irbatto 'comes to an end'.

Second, the middle could express the reflexive sense of the active, where the subject acts on itself, e.g. active nai 'leads', middle neyari 'leads oneself, turns (oneself) to'. Finally, the middle could have a reciprocal sense, e.g. active zabbiyawen 'we fight (someone)', middle zabbiyawsti 'we fight each other'. These uses of the middle are comparable to the reflexive in modern Romance, Slavic, and German, e.g. German sich wenden 'turn (oneself) to', sich streiten 'argue (with one another)'.

5.5. But in many other cases, the distinction between active and middle inflection was purely a formal one; there were some verbs that inflected only in the active and others only in the middle, without clear difference in meaning. Verbs having only middle inflection are often called middle verbs. (Students familiar with Latin can think of these as equivalent to the Latin deponent verbs - active in meaning but having only passive endings, which come historically from the PIE middle.) It is not fully clear whether their middle inflection stemmed from some aspect of their meaning, or whether it was purely arbitrary. On the one hand, as a group these verbs do tend to express various "internal" or intransitive notions like spatial movement, position of rest, emotions, sensory perception, speaking, giving off sound or light, and changes of state. (In technical terms, these are mostly "inaccusative" verbs.) However, active verbs could also express such notions. Compare the representative list of middle verbs in the left-hand column below with the active verbs on the right; the meanings are unaccusative in both cases, sometimes identical:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Middle</th>
<th>Active</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hittite iyattari 'goes'</td>
<td>Greek eis 'goes'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vedic Sanskrit saye 'lies'</td>
<td>Vedic Sanskrit sidati 'sits'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin moritur 'dies'</td>
<td>Greek khairei 'rejoices'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek dērketai 'sees'</td>
<td>Latin audit 'hears'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek ekubetai 'proclaims'</td>
<td>Hittite memai 'says'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin moritur 'dies'</td>
<td>Hittite ḫarakti 'dies'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A few verbs exhibited suppletion, meaning they had different tense-stems formed from different roots. Examples of suppletive paradigms in English are go/went and be/is/were.
6. Further complicating our understanding of the middle is that some verbal roots had active inflection in one tense or mood, but middle in another. For instance, the Greek verb ‘learn’ has an active present μανθάνω ‘I learn’ but a middle future μαθέσωμαι ‘I will learn’; this is a common pattern. The Old Irish verb ad-cia ‘I see’ was active in the present indicative but middle in the present subjunctive (ad-cear); and the Tocharian A active present indicative yas’ ‘goes’ has a middle present participle yinār ‘going’. (Again for students who know Latin, the Latin “semi-deponent” verbs, such as present active audeo ‘I dare’, perfect passive ausus sum ‘I have dared’, are comparable.)

5.7. The middle could also express the passive voice, which indicates that the subject is acted upon by someone else: ‘is being fought’, ‘was washed’. A tradition of scholarship rejects positing a passive voice for PIE because there was no separate set of passive endings. But all the daughter languages that have a separate passive conjugation have developed it in whole or in part from the PIE middle endings, and it seems best to regard the middle as having been, in fact, a mediopassive or middle-passive – capable of expressing either voice depending on the context.

Mood

5.8. The mood in which a verb appears expresses the speaker’s attitude or stance taken towards the action – whether (s)he is asserting that it is factual, or indicating a wish that it were or were not true, or reporting the action second-hand, or indicating a contrafactual condition. PIE possessed four moods: indicative, imperative, subjunctive, and optative.

5.9. All the daughter languages agree that the indicative was used to express matters of fact, and the imperative was used for issuing commands. The function of the subjunctive in PIE is less clear, but it was probably at least in part a future tense; see §5.56 for a full discussion. Finally, the optative was used to express wishes and various other non-factual modalities.

Aspect

5.10. Aspect is a grammatical category that refers to the type of action indicated by a verb. Actions can be done once or repeatedly, to completion or not, or be ongoing with neither a true beginning nor end. It is on the whole unclear what the aspectual differences in the earliest texts in the daughter languages. For example, part of the opening of the famous Rig Vedic hymn 1.32 that was quoted in §2.41 reads: “I (will) tell now the manly deeds of Indra, the foremost of which he did bearing a cudgel. He slew the serpent, drilled through to the waters, and split the belly of the mountains.” The underlined verbs in the Sanskrit original are in the perfect, imperfect, perfect, and imperfect, respectively; yet any difference in aspectual sense eludes us.

According to the generally accepted view, the imperfect and aorist were distinct aspectually, the imperfect expressing incomplete or ongoing action in past time (imperfective aspect), the aorist indicating completed or punctual (one-time) action in past time (perfective aspect).

Since the lexical meanings of verbs can refer to momentary or to continuous actions or states, verbs also have a type of inherent aspect, a relationship to time that is independent of any particular usage in a sentence (i.e., independent of grammatical aspect). This lexically inherent aspect goes by its German technical name of Aktionsart (‘type of action’), and has figured prominently in various theories about the structure of the PIE verbal system, especially by the late Karl Hoffmann and his followers in Germany and internationally. To explain why different roots formed different kinds of presents and aorists, Hoffmann proposed that the choice was based on the verb’s Aktionsart. His basic idea was that if one adds personal endings to the plain root (i.e., without any additional derivational suffixes), the Aktionsart would determine whether the resultant formation was a present or an aorist: if the root had inherently durative Aktionsart, it would be a present (since durativity is imperfective, and the present is by nature imperfective); but if it had punctual Aktionsart, it would be an aorist (since inherent in the meaning was the completion of the act, i.e., perfectivity). The theory works well in some cases: for example, adding personal endings to *kʷe-le-ti ‘go’ and *kʷe-ti ‘be’ makes a present, while doing so with *dheh₁ ‘put’ and *dheh₂ ‘give’ makes an aorist. But there are also many exceptions requiring special explanations, and the matter continues to be researched.

Personal Endings

5.11. The persons of the verb were expressed with suffixes called personal endings. A complete set consisted of nine forms, the three persons in each of three numbers (singular, dual, and plural). PIE had several sets of personal endings. The most fundamental distinction was among those of the active voice, middle voice, and the perfect. Additionally, for each of the two voices active and middle, non-past or primary endings and past or secondary endings were distinguished. The primary endings were used for the present tense and the subjunctive mood, while the secondary endings were used for the two past tenses (imperfect and aorist) and for the optative mood. In sum there were five sets of personal endings with the following distribution:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personal endings</th>
<th>Where used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>primary active</td>
<td>present indicative active, active subjunctives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secondary active</td>
<td>imperfect and aorist indicative active, active optatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>primary middle</td>
<td>present indicative middle, middle subjunctives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secondary middle</td>
<td>imperfect and aorist indicative middle, middle optatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfect</td>
<td>perfect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(In Indo-Iranian, the subjunctive can also take secondary endings; see §5.55.) As an illustration, consider the following 3rd singular forms of the PIE verb ‘turn’:

primary active: *kʷe-le-ti (primary active ending), imperfect indicative active *kʷe-le-t (secondary active ending), present indicative middle *kʷe-le-for (primary middle ending), imperfect indicative middle *kʷe-le-to (secondary middle ending), perfect *kʷe-ke-of-e (perfect ending).
Not all of the endings can be reconstructed with equal certainty; the most secure are those of the singular and the 3rd person plural. We shall treat the active and middle personal endings first; the perfect endings will be discussed in §5.51.

**Active endings**

5.12. Below is a selection of the comparative evidence used to reconstruct the PIE primary and secondary active endings, whose reconstructions are given in the right-hand column. In these and the following tables, only forms relevant for the reconstructions are given, and the information is by no means exhaustive.

### Primary (non-past) active endings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vedic Sanskrit</th>
<th>Greek</th>
<th>Gothic</th>
<th>PIE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg. 1</td>
<td>ābha-r-m</td>
<td>ēphero-n</td>
<td>*-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ābha-r-s</td>
<td>ēphere-s</td>
<td>*-s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ābha-r-t</td>
<td>ēphere</td>
<td>*-t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>du. 1</td>
<td>ābha-r-va</td>
<td>ēphere-va</td>
<td>*-v(e(-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ābha-r-tam</td>
<td>ēphere-ton</td>
<td>*-to-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 3             | ābha-r-tam | ēphere-tēn | *-teh-
| pl. 1         | ābha-r-ma | ēphero-men | *-me(-) |
| 2             | ābha-r-ta | ēphere-te | *-te(-) |
| 3             | ābha-r-n | ēphero-n | *(e)nt |

1 Not illustrated here; see below, §5.13. 2 Attic es-men, with restored s.

### Secondary (past) active endings

Note: the Vedic and Greek forms are imperfects meaning ‘was/were carrying’; the Gothic forms are present optatives meaning ‘would carry’. The vowels a- and e- at the beginning of the Sanskrit and Greek forms are explained in §5.44.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vedic Sanskrit</th>
<th>Greek</th>
<th>Gothic</th>
<th>PIE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg. 1</td>
<td>bhār-e</td>
<td>phēro-mai</td>
<td>trānk-mār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>bhāra-se</td>
<td>phēre-ai</td>
<td>trānk-tār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>bhāra-te</td>
<td>phēre-tai</td>
<td>trānk-tār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>du. 1</td>
<td>bhāra-tahbe</td>
<td>phēro-metho</td>
<td>*-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>bhāre-the</td>
<td>phēre-sto</td>
<td>*-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>bhāre-tee</td>
<td>phēre-sto</td>
<td>*-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl. 1</td>
<td>bhāra-mahe</td>
<td>phēro-metha</td>
<td>trānk-āntār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>bhāra-dhri</td>
<td>phēre-sthe</td>
<td>trānk-ār</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Secondary (past) middle endings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ved.</th>
<th>Gk.</th>
<th>Toch. B</th>
<th>PIE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg. 1 ábhāर-े</td>
<td>epheró-mēn(^1)</td>
<td>kautā-mai</td>
<td>*-b-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 abhāra-thās</td>
<td>epher-ou</td>
<td>kautā-tai</td>
<td>*-b-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 abhāra-ta</td>
<td>ephere-to</td>
<td>kautā-te</td>
<td>*-o, *-to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>du. 1 abhāra-vabi</td>
<td>ephere-sbōn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 abhāre-thān</td>
<td>ephere-sbōn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 abhāre-tām</td>
<td>ephere-sbēn(^2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl. 1 abhāra-mahi</td>
<td>epheró-metha</td>
<td>kautā-m(t)e</td>
<td>*-medbb, ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 abhāra-dhvam</td>
<td>ephere-sthe</td>
<td>kautā-t</td>
<td>*-dht(e),-?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 abhāra-na</td>
<td>ephere-nto</td>
<td>kautā-nte</td>
<td>*-ro, *-nro</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Homerīc (not actually attested for this verb). \(^2\) Doric -mān, -stān, which preserve the original vowel quality i.

Reconstruction of the middle

5.15. Views diverge strongly on at least two essential points regarding the middle personal endings. The first concerns the primary tense-marker. Primary middles in Anatolian, Italic, Coptic, and Tocharian are characterized by endings with *-r, while Indo-Iranian, Greek, Germanic, and Albanian have or point to endings with *-i. The school of thought followed in the reconstructions above takes the *-r as the original primary middle marker, corresponding to the active primary marker *-i; under this view, the latter replaced *-r in branches like Indo-Iranian and Greek. Thus in the 3rd person singular, what was originally *-ro + *-r (yielding ultimately Hitt. *-tari, Lat. *-tur, Old Irish *-thir, Tocharian *-tār, Phrygian *-tor) was elsewhere remade as *-ro + *-i (yielding Skt. and Avestan *-te, Gk. *-tai [or *-toi in some dialects], Gothic *-da). But other researchers, especially outside the United States, prefer to reconstruct the middle as having had the same primary marker *-i as the active, and to explain the *-en endings as due to later developments.

A second issue is the descriptive fact that two unrelated sets of endings can be identified for the 2nd and 3rd singular and the 3rd plural. One, exemplified by Vedic and Greek, contains the same *-s, *-t, and *-nt of the corresponding active endings, while the other, exemplified partly by the Tocharian paradigm above and by forms treated in the following discussion, resembles the endings of the IE perfect instead, which will occupy us later in §§5.51ff. The approach adopted here regards this latter set of endings as older, and the other set as replacements under the influence of the active. For a different view, see §5.18 below.

5.16. The 1st person singular ended in *-b-e (with or without primary marker). The laryngeal is the same as that seen in active *-b, in the thematic endings and the perfect (§§5.28, 5.51). In Toch. A *mār and Gk. *mai, the original ending was contaminated with the *n of the active 1st sing. Likewise, the 2nd person singular ending *-th-e was variously remodeled or replaced, chiefly by a new ending *-so, yielding e.g. Ved. primary *se < *-soi and Gk. primary *ai < *-sai (replacing *-soi). In the 3rd person singular, some forms in the daughter languages point to *-o (with or without primary marker), whereas others point to *-to. Examples of the former include Cuneiform Luvian *ziy-ari (with added -ri) 'lies' and Vedic Skt. *śa-y-e 'lies', both from *kejt-oi-), while *-to is reflected in the 3rd singulars in the paradigms above.

The 1st person dual and plural were probably the rhyming forms *-meddbz and *-medbbz, respectively. No detailed reconstructions for the rest of the dual are possible. The 2nd person plural was *-duhe, seen in the 2nd plurals above and in Cuneiform Luvian *tāu-ri (with added -ri). The 3rd person plural originally ended in *-ro or *-ero, which only survives vestigially in forms like Vedic Skt. *dab-re 'they milk' (re < *-ro), Young Avestan *mrānu-āre 'they are spoken' (āre < *-ero), and perhaps Old Irish *n-er 'are' if this continues *sib-r-o, although other interpretations are possible. The newer ending was *-nro, as in Ved. *nte, *nta and Gk. *ntai, *nto above.

5.17. The double set of 3rd-person endings is of particular interest because their descendants are distributionally and to some extent functionally distinct. In verbs that could take both endings, a contrast in voice can be seen such as that between Ved. *brūv-ē 'is called' (passive, no t) and *brū-te 'calls' (not passive, with t); this is paralleled in Old Irish, where the passive also has no t (e.g. *ber-air 'is carried') and where forms with t are simply middle (e.g. *seich-thir 'follows'). There is also evidence from Anatolian, Indo-Iranian, and Celtic that the distribution of these endings was determined by the formal class to which the verb belonged.

5.18. Since some of the athematic verbs that have *-less 3rd persons refer to states, such as most famously *kejt-oi- 'lies' above, several researchers in Germany have claimed that the *-less endings were part of a separate stative conjugation in PIE with endings *-be < *-be-o (with or without added primary marker) and *-nto in the 3rd pl. Under this view, the stative conjugation represented a third voice alongside active and middle-passive, and the middle proper inflected with the endings *-h-e < *-so *-to in the singular (with or without added primary marker) and *-nto in the 3rd pl. This approach has gained numerous adherents, but the evidence for it is fairly slender. There is at any rate much contemporary research going into this and several allied issues involving the relationship of the middle to the active and the perfect. See also further §§5.28, 5.33, and 9.33.

The Present Stem

5.19. The present stem was used in PIE to form one primary tense, the present, and one secondary tense, the imperfect. Both of these could inflect in the active and middle voices. Along with the present tense in the indicative mood (used to express ordinary statements of fact), a present subjunctive, optative, imperative, and participle could also be formed from this stem.

Athetic presents

5.20. Like other verbal and nominal stems, present stems were either athematic or thematic (see §4.22), and there were a number of different types of each.
shall turn our attention first to the athematic presents, which were probably the older type.

5.21. Besides lacking a thematic vowel before the personal endings, the paradigms of athematic presents were characterized by changes in ablaut and typically by shifts in the position of the accent. The basic pattern is the same for all athematic presents: in the singular active, the root (or infix in the case of the nasal-infixed presents discussed below) receives the stress and is in the full grade; in the dual, plural, and in all middle forms the stress migrates rightward to the personal endings, and the root or infix is reduced to the zero-grade. Slightly different are the "Narten" presents discussed below in §5.23, but the basic distinction of a "strong" ablaut grade in the singular versus a "weaker" one in the dual, plural, and middle still obtains.

Root athematic presents

5.22. The simplest and most common athematic present was the root athematic present (or root present for short), formed by adding the personal endings directly to the root. There are two types of root presents. The more common type had accented root in the e-grade in the singular active, and unaccented root in the zero-grade in its dual, plural, and middle. A classic example is the verb ‘be’, *h₁es₁; paradigms from some of the daughter languages in the singular and plural are given below, together with the PIE reconstruction on the right. (Note that Eng. *am, *is is a direct continuation of PIE *h₁es₁-mi, *h₁es₁-ti.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg. 1</td>
<td>čišm</td>
<td>asm</td>
<td>enm</td>
<td>sum1</td>
<td>im</td>
<td>*h₁es₁-mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2čiš</td>
<td>as₁i</td>
<td>ei, essı</td>
<td>es</td>
<td>is</td>
<td>*h₁es₁-ti (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 3čišı | āstı | estı | est | ıst | *h₁es₁-
| pl. 1 | smas | emsein | sumus | sižum | *h₁es₁-m(ı) |
| 2stā | esté | estis | sišp | jeste | *h₁es₁-t(ı) |
| 3ašanı | sántı | eisi, entı | sunt | sünd | *h₁es₁-

¹ ei is Attic, essı is Homeric. ² eisi is Attic, entı is Doric. Archaic Lat. esom. ³ Became *h₁es₁ by the rule in §3.37.

5.23. The second type of root present, only identified in the late 1960s by the Indo-Iranianist Johanna Narten and informally termed a Narten present in her honor, has the accent on the root throughout, but an alternation between lengthened e-grade in the singular and ordinary e-grade elsewhere. Thus from *stev- ‘praise’ was formed 3rd sing. *stev₁-ti, 3rd pl. *stev₂-tti. Note that the 3rd plural ending is *-tti instead of accented *-enti in the ordinary type. The Narten presents are also called acrostatic presents (the term acrostatic, which will be properly introduced in the next chapter, means the accent remains on the root throughout the paradigm).

Ablaut of the Narten type may not have been limited to presents; see §5.47.

5.24. Two other main kinds of athematic presents are known, the nasal-infix presents and reduplicated athematic presents. As these are more complex formally than root athematics, they are often called characterized presents. The difference was significant and had consequences elsewhere in the verbal system; see §5.46.

5.25. Nasal-infix presents. An infix is a morpheme placed inside another morpheme. One PIE infix is known, used by certain roots to form present stems. It had the shape "-ne- in the full grade and "-n- in the zero-grade, whence the name nasal present for stems containing this infix. The distribution of the ablaut grades was the same as in root presents: full grade in the singular active, zero-grade elsewhere.

The infix was inserted into the zero-grade of the root, between its last two sounds (typically a resonant or high vowel followed by a consonant): thus from *jewg- 'yoke', zero-grade *jewg₁, the 3rd sing. nasal present *ju-n-e-g₁-ti 'yokes' was formed (> Vedic Skt. yudāktil), with 3rd pl. *ju-n-g-enti (> Vedic Skt. vajājati). Nasal-infix presents are typically active transitive, but beyond that we do not know what the meaning of the infix may once have been. Outside of Anatolian and Indo-Iranian, the infix no longer abuts, as in Lat. iugunt 'joins', pl. iugunt.

5.26. The daughter languages also have various other types of nasal presents that are ultimately related to the nasal-infix type. Two in particular may be mentioned: the suffixed "-new-/me- presents (e.g. Vedic Skt. tamāti 'stretches' - tamānti 'they stretch'; Hittite ar-nu-mi 'I cause to go'; Gk. or-μα-mi 'I rouse, incite'); and the so-called ninth class of Indo-Iranian verbs, with an ablauting suffix -ne-H₁-H₁- (that is, the nasal infix inserted before a root-final laryngeal, as in Vedic Skt. punāti - punānti 'we cleanse' (*pu-ne-h₁-ti) - punānti 'we cleanse' (*pu-ne-h₁-ti) - punānti 'we cleanse' (*pu-ne-h₁-ti) - punānti 'we cleanse'). On this last type, recall the discussion in §4.18; the Sanskrit tanāti type will be dealt with in more detail in §10.42.

5.27. Replicated athematic presents. These are like ordinary root presents except that an additional syllable is added to the beginning that consists of the first consonant of the root plus an e or i. For example, the root *deh₁- 'give' formed a reduplicated athematic present stem *de-deh₁- in the singular and *de-dh₁- in the dual and plural; this is reflected in Vedic dā-dā-ti 'gives' and dā-dā-ti 'they give' (the latter from PIE *de-dh₁-tti). In many examples of the type from the daughter languages, the reduplicating syllable has -i- rather than -e-, as in Vedic Skt. ji-gā-ti 'he goes' and Gk. di-dó-mi 'I give'. This pattern probably spread from thematic reduplicated presents like Gk. gigōnmai 'I become' (§5.36 below).

No reduplicated presents are known to have been made from vowel-initial roots in PIE (which were rare in any case). An apparent example like Vedic Skt. iyānti 'sets in motion' is historically *h₁-j₁-g₁-ti, from the laryngeal-initial root *h₁-er- 'set in motion'.

Thematic presents

5.28. Thematic presents, like other thematic formations, have a theme or stem vowel, ablauting -elo-, before the personal endings. The stress was fixed and the...
grade of the root did not change. The personal endings of thematic presents are the same as those of athematic presents except for the 1st person singular, which was *-bhr- (or *-obl when we include the thematic vowel) rather than *-mi. This ending is ultimately the same as the 1st singular ending of the middle (*-bhr-), and in fact it is widely believed that the thematic conjugation had its origins in the middle.

The following are sample paradigms of the thematic conjugation, showing the verb meaning ‘bear, carry’ in Vedic, Greek, Gothic, and Old Church Slavonic, as well as the verb meaning ‘drive, do’ in Latin. In the right-hand column is the reconstructed thematic present of *bher- ‘bear, carry’:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vedic Skt.</th>
<th>Gk.</th>
<th>Lat.</th>
<th>Goth.</th>
<th>OCS</th>
<th>PIE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg. 1</td>
<td>bhärāmi</td>
<td>pherō</td>
<td>agō</td>
<td>bairā</td>
<td>bher-o-bhr-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>bhārasi</td>
<td>pherēs</td>
<td>agis</td>
<td>bairis</td>
<td>bher-e-si</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>bhārati</td>
<td>pherēti</td>
<td>agiti</td>
<td>bairiþ</td>
<td>bher-e-ti</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| du. 1      | bhārānas | pherēton | bairatos | berevē | bher-o-ge-
| 2          | bhārathas | pherētont | bairatont | beretēta | bher-e-to-
| 3          | bhārātas | pherētont | bairatont | beretēta | bher-e-to-
| pl. 1      | bhārāmas(i) | pheromen | agimum | bairam | bher-o-me-
| 2          | bhāratha | pherētis | agitis | bairiþ | bher-e-te-
| 3          | bhārantis | pherōnssi | agunt | bairand | bher-o-nti |

5.29. The theme vowel was in the o-grade before the 1st person endings and the 3rd plural, i.e. before endings beginning with a resonant or laryngeal; the reason for this is not known. It was not an infrequent occurrence in the daughter languages that the athematic 1st singular ending -mi was tacked on secondarily, as in Vedic bhärāmi and Old Church Slavonic bero (< *bher-ō-mi) above.

We next survey the major types of thematic presents.

5.30. Simple thematic presents had full grade of the root, with the accent on it, followed by the theme vowel and the ending, as *bher-e-ti ‘bears’ above. It is noteworthy that simple thematic verbs are almost or completely absent from Anatolian.

5.31. The type known as tudāti-presents had zero-grade of the root and accent on the theme vowel. The name comes from a representative example in Sanskrit, Vedic tudāti ‘beats’ (< *tud-e-ti).

5.32. *jelo-presents. A thematic suffix *-jeolo is widely represented, appearing in several different functions. A number of verbs formed their ordinary presents with this suffix, e.g. *leh-, ‘bark’ had a present stem *leh-jeo- (as in Vedic Skt. rākṣa- ‘you bark’), Lith. lū₂j- ‘I bark’), and to *men- ‘think’ the present was *mn-jeo- (as in Vedic Skt. manṣyate ‘thinks’ and Gk. mainetai ‘is mad’). It was called mad earlier *mn-je < *mn-je. These are usually termed primary *jeelo-presents (not to be confused with ‘primary’ in the meaning ‘non-past’). The type with zero-grade of the root and accented suffix, characteristically used with intransitives, may have been restricted to middle inflection originally, which would explain why it came to be used to form the passive in Indo-Iranian.

5.33. A different but homophonous suffix, also accented, was used to form denominative verbs (verbs derived from nouns or other parts of speech, like English to head, to chair). These verbs were formed by adding the suffix *-gelo- directly to the stem of a noun. Thus from the noun *h-neb-pus- ‘name’ (exact preform uncertain, see §6.36) was formed a denominative verb *h-neb-pus-jeolo- ‘to name’, reflected in Hittite lmn-pa-wi ‘names’ (from lmn- ‘name’, with 1 replacing n), Greek onomasto ‘I name’ (< pre-Greek *onomm-jo), and German *namjan ‘to name’ (in e.g. Gothic namjan, Old High German namin, and Modern German namen).

Denominative *-gelo-verbs went on to become extremely productive in most of the daughter languages, and over time new denominative suffixes were created from them by reconstructions. For example, Greek made many denominatives from nouns whose stem ended in -id-, the resultant pre-Greek combination *-id-gelo- became (by regular sounds) Gk. *-izeio-, and this was then reanalyzed as a separate denominative suffix in its own right. It eventually made its way into English as the all-purpose verbal suffix -ize, as in the Three Stooges’ moidalize.

5.34. *skelo-presents. PIE possessed an accented thematic suffix *-skelo-, added to the zero-grade of the root. The productive descendants of this formation differ in meaning from branch to branch. In Anatolian, the suffix indicates repeated, habitual, or background action, or action applied to more than one object, as in Hittite waṭhīski-zi ‘beats’ (repeatedly), beats (several objects). The habitual or durative sense is also found in Homeric Greek (e.g. pheugeskon ‘they would (habitually) flee’). Note also its use in the existential verbs Palaic iska and Archaic Latin esci ‘there is’. Other Latin verbs with the suffix, however, are inchoatives (indicating the beginning or inception of an action or state), e.g. sub-scere ‘to grow sede’. Several verbs having the suffix that are reconstructible for PIE refer to asking or wishing, indicating perhaps that the suffix also once had desiderative function. An example is *prk-skelo- ‘ask’ in Vedic Skt. prcchāti ‘asks’, Lat. poscit ‘asks’, and German forschen ‘to look into, research’.

5.35. Causative-iteratives. To form a verb meaning ‘cause to do X’, PIE took the zero-grade of the root and added the accented thematic suffix *-jeolo. Thus the causative of *sed- ‘sit’ was *sod-jeolo- ‘cause to sit’ (> Old Irish *ad-bruidh ‘makes sit’, Gothic satjan ‘to set, plant’); similarly, *yes- ‘clothe’ has the causative *yos-jeolo- ‘clothe, put on clothes’ (> Hittite uassaeze ‘he clothes’, Vedic Skt. uasāyati ‘he clothes’). But almost all such formations in Greek, and many in Slavic, have iterative and not causative meaning, such as Gk. phor-ō ‘I carry around, habitually carry’ (from pherein ‘to carry’) and Old Church Slavonic nositi ‘habitually carries’ (from nesti ‘to carry’). This feature is probably also of PIE date, hence the term “causative-iterative” for this class of verbs.

5.36. Reduplicated thematic presents. Unlike their athematic counterparts, reduplicated thematic presents were formed with *-i in the reduplicating syllable and had zero-grade of the root. Some examples include Gk. gi-gn-o-mai ‘I am born’ (root *genba-, ‘be born’) and Lat. si-st-o ‘I stand’ (root *steb-, ‘stand’).

5.37. Other presents. A suffix *-b-, added to thematic adjectival stems (resulting in a sequence *-eb-), was used to form a verb meaning ‘to make something have the quality of the adjective’. Such a verb is called a factitive. This factitive suffix may have been further combined with the suffix *-jeolo-. Thus from *neg-o- ‘new’
was formed the factitive *new-eh₂-iwe* ‘make new’ in Hitt. new-ahh₂ ‘make new’, Lat. re-normal ‘to make new’ (-ā < *eh₂-).

There was also a static suffix *-eh₂- (probably also followed by *-je*-) added to an adjectival root to form a verb meaning ‘have the quality of the adjective’, as in the cognate forms Lat. rub-ē-re, OHG rot-ē-n, and OCS rūděti, all meaning ‘to be red’ from *bruh₂dēb-eh₂- (from the adjectival root *bruh₂dēb- ‘red’). Note also Hittite maris-ē ‘be false’ (< marśa*-false’). The suffix appears in numerous other formations in the daughter languages, such as the Greek aorist passive suffix -ē- (< §12.43) and probably the Armenian verbs in -i (< §16.37).

5.38. A number of other present-stem types are more marginally preserved, whose particular characteristics are unknown or disputed. These presents include the “e-present,*” such as Gk. aiwejēsko ‘I grew’, Old English weaxan ‘to grow’ from PIE *h₂yog-s-, *h₂yog-; the “a-present,” such as Hitt. tarḫu₂ti or tarḫu₂tsi (phonetically tarḫu₂tsi) ‘overcomes, is able’, Ved. ār-ūvati ‘overcomes’ from PIE *tarv-ū-; *trih₂-s; and presents with the addition of other sounds, such as *d- and *dh-.

Of greater import is a theory by the American Indo-Europeanist Jay Jasanoﬁ that posits a class of presents having o-grade in the singular, e-grade in the dual and plural, and personal endings like those of the perfect. Discussion of this is deferred until the Anatolian chapter (§9.33) since the conjugation (assuming it existed) is best preserved in that branch.

5.39. Desideratives and futures. Several suffixes containing an *-s* have been reconstructed that were used to form desideratives, that is, verbs expressing desire or intent. Some of their descendants function as futures (see below), but it is not certain whether any of these were true futures in PIE. How, and whether, these future/desiderative formations are related to each other is still an open question.

5.40. Indo-Iranian, Balto-Slavic, and maybe Celtic point to a suffix *-sjé-o-* with future and desiderative meaning: Vedic Skt. *sjē-s* ‘will overcome, be able’, Ved. dēk-s-o-, *sjē-s-; and presents with the addition of other sounds, such as *-s- and *-dh-.

Of greater import is a theory by the American Indo-Europeanist Jay Jasanoﬁ that posits a class of presents having o-grade in the singular, e-grade in the dual and plural, and personal endings like those of the perfect. Discussion of this is deferred until the Anatolian chapter (§9.33) since the conjugation (assuming it existed) is best preserved in that branch.

5.39. Desideratives and futures. Several suffixes containing an *-s* have been reconstructed that were used to form desideratives, that is, verbs expressing desire or intent. Some of their descendants function as futures (see below), but it is not certain whether any of these were true futures in PIE. How, and whether, these future/desiderative formations are related to each other is still an open question.

5.40. Indo-Iranian, Balto-Slavic, and maybe Celtic point to a suffix *-sjé-o-* with future and desiderative meaning: Vedic Skt. *sjē-s* ‘will overcome, be able’, Ved. dēk-s-o-, *sjē-s-; and presents with the addition of other sounds, such as *-s- and *-dh-.

Of greater import is a theory by the American Indo-Europeanist Jay Jasanoﬁ that posits a class of presents having o-grade in the singular, e-grade in the dual and plural, and personal endings like those of the perfect. Discussion of this is deferred until the Anatolian chapter (§9.33) since the conjugation (assuming it existed) is best preserved in that branch.

5.41. A reduplicated desiderative with i-reduplication and a suffix *-h₂jse-* is found in Indo-Iranian and Celtic. For example, from *gʰ-hi-s- ‘to slay’ was formed *gʰ-hi₂-gʰ-hi₂-h₂je₂-ti, reflected in Vedic Skt. igôh₂a-sati ‘wants to slay’ and the Old Irish future *(j-)gêna ‘he will slay’ (from Celtic *gʰi₂-gʰ-ma₂-si₂*-ti). The same suffix, without reduplication, is the source of Greek futures of the type Homeric kalēo ‘I will call’ < pre-Greek *kalessō < *kal₂-h₂se-.

5.42. An aorist future suffix in *-s*- (without preceding laryngeal) is found in Italic (Umbr. fru₂-s- ‘he will be’) and Baltic (Lith. bës ‘he will be’), while Greek has a thematic version that seems to have been middle in the ﬁrst instance (e.g. dēk-s-o-mat ‘I will bite’ to active present dēkō ‘I bite’); cp. §5.6.

The imperfect and injunctive

5.43. The present stem was used to form not just the present tense but also the imperfect. As mentioned above, the imperfect is usually thought to have signiﬁed durative or repeated action in past time (was going, used to go). Formally it was usually identical to the present except that secondary endings were used instead of primary (so *-m, -s, *-t instead of *-mi, *-si, *-ti in the active). The 1st singular *-m is the same in both thematic and athematic imperfects. The original type is best preserved in Anatolian, Indo-Iranian, and Greek: for example, Hitt. (preterite) daškinum ‘I (repeatedly) took’, Vedic Skt. abharat ‘I was carrying’, Av. bhorati ‘I was carrying’, and Gk. ἐπέρθην ‘I was carrying’. (The Vedic and Greek forms begin with the augment *e*- explained in the next section.) Full paradigms were given above in §§5.12 and 5.14.

Outside of these branches, the IE imperfect has either been completely lost, or merged with the aorist. In those branches where the imperfect was lost, a new imperfect conjugation was often innovated (as in Italic and Slavic), sometimes of obscure origin (as in Celtic).

5.44. Indo-Iranian, Greek, Armenian, and Phrygian attest a prefix called the augment that was added to past-tense forms. It is reconstructible as *e-, as in the imperfect *e₂-ebe₂-t ‘he was going’ (Vedic Skt. abharat, Gk. ἐπέρθην, Arm. ebp) or the aorist *e₂-dle₂h₁ ‘placed’ (Phrygian edates ‘he placed’). These branches have other features in common too, and may well have emerged out of a single dialect area of late PIE; thus it is often thought that the augment was an innovation peculiar to that dialect.

In Indo-Iranian and (especially Mycenaean and Homeric) Greek, past-tense forms can appear with or without the augment. The augmentless forms are called injunctives, and have been much discussed in the literature; figuring out their meaning and function has been very difficult. In Greek, injunctives appear especially in the older language of Homer (they are not recognized as a separate category in traditional grammar), where they are normally interchangeable with augmented forms but sometimes have “gnomic” force – that is, are used to express timeless truths. Vedic Sanskrit offers much more evidence for a “timeless” meaning of the injunctive as opposed to the augmented forms; see further §10.41. But its close relative Avestan has mostly dispensed with the augment and uses injunctives as past tenses, like Homer. The Mycenaean Greek evidence is somewhat ambiguous, while Phrygian and Armenian contribute little additional information. On the evidence of Vedic and the Homeric gnomic uses of the injunctive, the PIE category is widely regarded as having been used to refer to acts or events without reference to the time in which they occurred, as well as to facts and conditions having general validity. Under this view, the augment derives from a temporal particle that specified past tense (just like the “hic et nunc” particle speciﬁed non-past).

The Aorist Stem

5.45. PIE possessed several different aorist stem formations, some formally parallel to the present-stem types. Comparable to root athematic presents, for example, were root aorists. In addition, PIE possessed a special aorist suffix *-s* used to form the so-called sigmatic or s-aorist. Some of the aorist formations persist even in languages where there is no longer an aorist proper, such as Latin, Old Irish, and Tocharian; in these languages, such forms are called preterites or perfects. In
languages with the augment (see above), the aorist is augmented. The aorist indicative was inflected using the secondary personal endings.

The factors determining which aorist formation was chosen by which root are not fully clear. Normally, the same formation is not used for both present and aorist; one common pattern, for example, is an uncharacterized (root) aorist alongside a characterized present, e.g. Ved. root aorist adhīt ‘put’ alongside reduplicated present dādhati ‘puts’ (cf. §5.10 above on verbal Aktionsart).

5.46. Root aorist. The root aorist was formed by adding the secondary endings directly to the full grade of the root in the active singular, and to the zero-grade of the root elsewhere. Thus from *sēb-, ‘stand’ was formed the root aorist *(e-)steb-st-I ‘he stood’ (Vedic Skt. irdhat, Doric Gk. irda). Root aorists typically are made from roots that form characterized presents (see §5.24 on this term); Doric irda, for example, is the aorist of the reduplicated present bistam ‘I stand’.

5.47. Sigmatic or s-aorist. The PIE sigmatic or s-aorist was characterized by the addition of an *-s- to the verbal root. The root is in the lengthened e-grade in Indo-Iranian, Italic, and Slavic, as in Vedic Skt. uāyaks-ur ((< *-yuk-s-i)) ‘they conveyed’, Lat. uēst ‘I conveyed’ (a perfect in Latin but originally an s-aorist), and Old Church Slavonic věsomu (< vědha-s-me) ‘we led’. In Greek and in the s-aorist middle in Indo-Iranian, however, the root was in the full grade, as in Gk. elekse ‘he said’ (< *-e-leg-s-). The ablaut thus may have originally been of the “Narten” type (§5.23), with lengthened grade in the singular and full grade elsewhere.

The s-aorist eventually outstripped all other kinds of aorists in Indo-Ir, Greek, and Slavic. It is absent from Anatolian and Tocharian, where however there are preterites having an -s in the 3rd singular active (e.g. Hitt. nās ‘he brought’, Toch. b presksa ‘he asked’ (< *prek-s-)). Possibly, these two branches reflect an earlier, rudimentary stage in the development of the s-aorist, and split off from the family before the s-aorist evolved further into its more familiar form.

5.48. Thematic aorist. The thematic aorist has a stem consisting of the zero-grade of the root plus thematic vowel. Although the formation is fairly common in several of the daughters, very few instances are found in more than one branch, leading most researchers to take a conservative approach and posit only one or two examples for each root. The factors determining which aorist formation was chosen by which root are not known.

5.49. Reduplicated aorist. On the basis of Indo-Iranian, Greek, and Tocharian A we can reconstruct a reduplicated thematic aorist for PIE. An example reconstructible for PIE, having e in the reduplicating syllable and zero-grade of the root, is *ye-uk-e- ‘spoke’ (from the root *yek- ‘speak’), seen in Vedic Skt. aivocam ‘I spoke’ and Gk. auείπων ‘I spoke’ (dissimilated from *auειπων). Aside from this example (and a very few others), reduplicated aorists typically have causative meaning, such as Vedic Skt. a-pi-par-as ‘you made cross over’, Gk. δε-das-ε ‘he taught’ (< *caused to know), and Toch. A 4a-sār-h ‘he made known’.

5.50. Long-vowel preterites. A variety of post-tense verb forms with long root vowel are found scattered among the branches. Particularly widely represented are forms reflecting *(e-) in the root. A long-vowel preterite *(e-)gath-gathered, looked at is reflected by Latin lég-i ‘I gathered, read’ (present leg-ere ‘to gather’), Albanian (mb)ledha ‘I gathered’ (o < *ē in Albanian), and Tocharian A lyak ‘saw’. According to one recent (and controversial) theory, these were originally imperfects of Narten presents, hence the lengthened grade. Other vowels are seen too, as in Greek ἄνοιγε ‘he ordered’, Gothic mol ‘the ground’ (present mal-an ‘to grind; the o is long), and Old Irish fidh ‘he fought’ (present fidh-aid ‘lights’). These all have diverse origins. Some, such as the Irish forms, are demonstrably more recent creations; others, such as the long-e preterites, appear to be ancient. How they fit into the PIE verbal system is not known.

The Perfect Stem

5.51. The perfect stem was formed by reduplication, specifically, by doubling the first consonant of the root and inserting e. Characteristic of the perfect was the appearance of the root in the o-grade in the singular and accented; in the dual and plural, it was in the zero-grade and the endings were accented. Thus the perfect singular stem of *me- ‘think’ was *me-mon-, and the dual and plural stem, *me-mon-.

The perfect had a special set of personal endings that closely resemble those of the middle:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sg.</th>
<th>Primary middle</th>
<th>Secondary middle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>*-h₂e</td>
<td>*-h₂er</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>*-h₂e</td>
<td>*-h₂er</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>*e</td>
<td>*-or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl.</td>
<td>*-me-</td>
<td>*-meddh₂?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>*-e</td>
<td>*-dh(u)u-er</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>*-er, *-rs</td>
<td>*-ro(r?)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The close similarity of the perfect endings to the middle endings has generated much research and controversy; precisely what the connection between them is remains unclear. Not unconnected with the formal overlap of perfect and middle endings is the fact that some perfects have middle meaning (like Gk. δφλα ‘I am lost’, vs. the active present δβλατ ‘I lose, destroy’), or exist alongside middle presents (like Vedic Skt. rūsā ‘shines’, perfect of the middle present rōcata ‘shines’) or middle root aorists (Vedic Skt. perfect inośa ‘enjoys’ next to middle root aorist ānuṣṭa ‘they took a liking to’). It has been speculated that the perfect and the middle endings were once a single set.
The following are some of the forms upon which this reconstruction has been based. They do not all have the same function (the Hittite forms are presents and the Gothic forms are preterites), more on which below in §5.53. The forms are Hitt. *wewakibi ‘I demand’, Vedic Skt. *jagāma ‘I went’, Gk. *leloipa ‘I left’, Lat. memini ‘I remember’, and Goth. baihaut ‘I called, I named’. At the right is a reconstructed PIE paradigm.

Hitt. | Ved. | Gk. | Lat. | Goth. | PIE
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
sg. 1 | *wewakibi | *jagāma | *leloipa | memini | baihaut | *me-món-ře
2 | *wewakiti | *jagintha | *leloipāsa | meministis | baihaut | *me-món-the
3 | *wewakki | *jagāma | *leloipe | meminut | baihaut | *me-món-e
pl. 1 | *jaganāma | *leloipame | meminimus | baihautum | *me-nn-mē (-)
2 | *jagāma | *leloipate | meministis | baihautu | *me-nn-ě
3 | *jagonār | *leloipāsi | meminierē | baihaitum | *me-nn-ēr

Older or poetic; ordinary Classical meminēnt.

Most of the languages have undone the original ablaut and have partially replaced the perfect endings with secondary endings, especially in the plural. It is not assured that Hitt. *wewakibi is in fact an old perfect, but formally it looks like one and has been included above for illustrative purposes.

§5.52. One famous perfect does not exhibit reduplication, *yōtid-ře ‘know’ (from the root *reid- ‘see’), becoming Vedic Skt. vēda, Gk. (w)ōída, Goth. waiht, and Old Eng. waiht (continued in the modern British English phrase God wot ‘God knows’).

Compare the following paradigms:

Ved. | Gk. | Goth. | PIE
--- | --- | --- | ---
sg. 1 | vēda | (w)ōída | waiht | *yōid-ře
2 | vēthha | (w)ōistha | waiht | *yōid-the
3 | vēda | (w)ōide | waiht | *yōid-e
pl. 1 | vidmā | (w)ōidmen | witihtum | *yid-mē (-)
2 | vēdā | (w)ōiste | witihtu | *yid-e
3 | vidnā | (w)ōisāi | witihtu | *yid-ēr

This perfect is exceptional not only because of its lack of reduplication but also because of its meaning (not ‘sees’ or ‘has seen’ but ‘knows’). These are widely thought to be archaic features, harking back, perhaps, to a time when the perfect had no reduplication; but this view is not universally held.

Meaning of the perfect

§5.53. The perfect is formally best preserved in Indo-Iranian and Greek, and less well in Anatolian, Italic, Celtic, and Germanic. A number of archaic examples of the perfect, especially in Indo-Iranian and Greek, refer to states in present time. We saw this above (§5.51) in four perfects: Gk. ἐδόκει ἐμαίρωσα ‘I am lost’, Vedic Skt. urvīcā ‘shines’, Ved. juj6a ‘enjoys’, and Lat. meminit ‘remembers’. (The Greek and Gothic cognates of meminit are also statives, meaning ‘is mindful of’: Gk. ménonē, Goth. man ‘thinks’ [without reduplication].) Furthermore, the singular perfect endings are used to inflect a class of presents in Anatolian, the so-called bi-conjugation (to which Hittite *wewakiki in §5.51 belongs). While the relationship of the bi-conjugation to the perfect is unclear, all these facts together have led researchers to believe that the PIE perfect was a stative. In the daughter languages, however, except for relic forms like the ones just cited, perfects express past tense, and have often fallen together formally with the aorist into a single “preterite” tense. To explain this development, it is usually said that the PIE stative perfect had (or optionally had) resultative overtones (‘is in a state resulting from having done X’, therefore ‘has done X’).

Moods

Imperative

§5.54. The imperative was used to express direct commands. The athematic 2nd singular imperative ending is reconstructible as *-dhī and was added to the zero-grade of the root, as in Vedic Skt. śru-dhī ‘listen!’ and Gk. śrē ‘see!’. The thematic 2nd singular imperative was the bare thematic stem, as in Vedic Skt. bhāra and Gk. phere ‘carry!’ from PIE *bhēr-e. The 2nd plural imperative ended in *-te: Vedic Skt. bhārata and Gk. pērete, both from *bhēretē (you pl.) carry!*

PIE also had 3rd person imperatives ending in *-ntu, forming 3rd sing. *-tu and 3rd pl. *-ntu, as in Hittite paiddu ‘let him go’ and Vedic Skt. āsta ‘it will be’. Another ending *-tod formed the so-called future imperative. This ending was indifferent to person and number and was used in commands that pertained to the more distant future or that were to remain always in force (as in laws). It is most clearly seen in Sanskrit and Italic, e.g. Vedic Skt. dbattā ‘you shall bestow (afterwards)’, Archaic Latin datōd ‘let him give, he shall give’, Oscan deuattē ‘he shall swear’. In Greek the formation is also found, but only in the 3rd person (e.g. pērē-tō ‘let him carry’), where – as also in Italic – it replaced *-tu and a few examples have recently come to light from Celtiberian (e.g. latuę, phonetically probably [datu], ‘he will give’).

Subjunctive

§5.55. The subjunctive in PIE was formed by the addition of the thematic vowel to the verb stem (be it athematic or already thematic), followed apparently by primary endings (although in Indo-Iranian both primary and secondary endings were used; see below). In athematic verbs, the “strong” stem (the one having full grade of the root or ablauting portion of the stem) was used in all persons and numbers. Some reconstructed examples of 3rd sing. and 3rd pl. present subjunctives follow
for the athematic presents of *h₂es- ‘be’ and *i joints *yoke’ and the thematic present *bber- ‘carry’:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verbal Form</th>
<th>Indicative</th>
<th>Subjunctive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>root present</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*h₂es-ti</td>
<td>*h₂es-eti</td>
<td>*h₂es-o-oti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasal-infix present</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*ja-nē-g-ti</td>
<td>*ja-nē-g-e-eti</td>
<td>*ja-nē-g-o-oti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thematic present</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*bber-e-eti</td>
<td>*bber-e-e-eti (= *bberēti)</td>
<td>*bber-o-oti</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adjusting for the fact that Vedic Sanskrit uses the secondary ending *n from *-nt in the third plural, the right-hand column above yields the Vedic subjunctives *asati, *āsan (versus indicative āsti, sānti); yunājati, yunājan (versus indicative yunakti, yunājnti); and bhārati, bhāran (versus indicative bhārati, bhārantī). Compare also Latin erit ‘he will be’, erunt ‘they will be’ (synchronously future, but historically subjunctive), and Greek pērē, pērōsi (-os ε- *onti) for the thematic subjunctive.

As indicated by this first-person subjunctives as Vedic Skt. krānav 1 will do’, Old Avestan yaojat ‘I will yoke’, Gk. pērō ‘let me carry’, and Lat. erō ‘I will be’, the 1st singular ended in *-h₂ (or *-oḥ, including the subjunctive vowel) rather than *-mi.

Subjunctives could also be formed in the same way from root and s-aorists, where likewise the full grade of the aorist stem was used.

5.56. Meaning of the subjunctive. The subjunctive was probably a future tense. Here one must be careful to avoid terminological confusion, as most of the forms called “subjunctives” in the daughter languages, which express a variety of modal meanings, have nothing to do with the PIE subjunctive, but come from the optative (as in Italic and Germanic). In Balto-Slavic the optative became the imperative and a new category in Lithuanian called the permissive, but also survived limitedly as a real optative in Old Prussian; see further § 18.66. There is no trace of the optative in Anatolian. Interestingly, in the thematic optative the verbs *-o-1-, resulting from *-oḥ₁-, were a disyllabic sequence and remained so for some time after the days of PIE, as shown by their treatment in Indo-Iranian, Greek, Balto-Slavic, and perhaps German.

Non-finite Verbal Formations and Other Topics

We have now concluded our survey of the finite forms of the IE verb, that is, those that differentiate person and number. Two other sets of forms remain: infinitives and participles.

Infinitives

5.58. The infinitive is essentially a verbal noun, rendered either as ‘to X’ or ‘X-ing’ in English. The daughter languages exhibit a rather bewildering variety of infinitives. Typically they are frozen case-forms (usually accusatives, datives, or locatives) of nouns derived from verbal roots. The nominal formations in question are usually old, but which infinitive formations are of PIE date is uncertain. Represented in more than one daughter branch as true infinitives are the following:

1 The suffixes *-dhie- or *-dhio-, appearing in both active and passive infinitives: Vedic Skt. pība-dhyāi ‘to drink’, Umbr. pība-fi ‘to propitiate’, Toch. A and B līka-tsi ‘to look’.
2 Various case-forms of the noun suffix *-ti- (§6.42), e.g. Vedic Skt. dā-tum ‘to give’, pā-tare ‘to drink, for drinking’.
3 Various case-forms of the noun suffix *-ti- (§6.42), e.g. Vedic Skt. pī-taye ‘to drink, for drinking’, Av. kora-ītē ‘to do’, OCS dā-ti ‘to give’, Lith. bū-ti ‘to be’.
4 Various case-forms of the complex n-stems (§6.34) *-men-, *-sen-, *-ten-, and *-yen-, e.g. Vedic Skt. vid-máne ‘to find’, Homeric Gk. id-menai ‘to know’, the Gk. thematic infinitive ending -ein (< *-yen-), Opsers. car-tamary ‘to do’, Hit. lábbiya-iuyanzi ‘to wage war’, and Cypriot Gk. do-uenai ‘to give’.

5.59. Several daughter branches have a specific infinitive formation often called the supine that is solely used with verbs of motion to indicate purpose, as Vedic (agama) priyasthánam ‘(we went) to bring’, Latin (veniunt) questum ‘(they came) to complain’, Old Church Slavonic (pridí) ságata ‘I went (in order) to sleep’. Usually it is formed with the suffix *-tan, the accusative of the abstract noun suffix *-ta- mentioned above.

Participles

5.60. Participles are verbal adjectives. Like other adjectives, they inflect in the different nominal cases and numbers discussed in chapter 6.

The most widely represented participle is the nt-participle, found in virtually all the branches to form participles of active voice to present or aorist stems. The suffix was ablauting, appearing as *-out- (perhaps also as *-ont-) and *-nt-. In athematic verbs, it was added to the weak present stem, as in *his-(en)t- being (< Vedic Skt. sat-‘being’, Lat. ab-sent- ‘being away, absent’), *dheh-,dh-,en- ‘placing’ (< Gk. tið-rent- ‘placing’), and *jung- ‘joining’ (< Lat. tangent-). In thematic verbs, zero-grade *-nt- was added to the o-grade thematic vowel, as in *ber-nt- ‘carrying’ (< Gk. phéronts, Goth. bairand, and OCS bairand- from pre-Slavic *bair-ont-). In Anatolian, however, this participle is semantically equivalent to the *-t- verbal adjective (see §5.61 below), indicating completion and being passive when formed from transitve forms, and active when formed from intransitive verbs: kumánt- ‘(having been) killed’, iyant- ‘(having gone)’. Aorist active participles were formed similarly to present participles, as the root aorist participle meaning ‘having stood’.

5.61. In addition to the participles, PIE had verbal adjectives in *-tós- and *-mé- (see §6.6 for the case-ending) and the imperfect participle, and Gk. *-phátos, and the intransitive root *-gmós- ‘come’ has *-gm-tó- ‘(having come)’ in Vedic Skt. bhatá and Gk. *-phátos, and the intransitive root *-gm-tó- ‘(having been) killed’, and Cypriot Gk. *-phátos, and Lat. ventus. Less widespread than *-tós- was *-mé-, whose participial function is clearest in Indo-Iranian, as in Vedic Skt. bhru-á-má ‘(having been) split’ (< *bhút-mó-), but also in Germanic and Slavic in a longer form *-mén- or *-mé-, as in Goth. bit-ans, Eng. bite-n (< *bhút-ont-) and OCS mís-lí ‘carried’. Similar forms, like *phá-mó-, ‘full’, were once participles *(‘filled up’) but have descendants that are only adjectives and no longer part of any verbal paradigm: Vedic Skt. purna-, Lat. plenus (versus past participle -pletus ‘filled’), Goth. fulls (double *-t-< *-t-), Old Irish luin, and Lith. pilnas.

Neither of these formations is found in Anatolian. For other uses of *-tós-, see §6.77.

Verbal composition

5.62. Verbs were often combined with adverbs to modify their meaning. Such adverbs were called preverbs and in the first instance remained separate words. Over time they tended to join with verbs as prefixes. As there are some interesting syntactic phenomena associated with this subject, we will defer discussion of preverbs until §§8.9ff. Occasionally, verbs were compounded with a non-adverbial element, such as a noun. The most familiar example of this is the verb for ‘believe, trust’, *kred dhp-, literally ‘place one’s heart in’, which became Vedic Skt. śrdd dadhati ‘trusts, believes’, Lat. credó ‘I believe’, and Old Irish creidim ‘I believe’.

Prosodical status of verbs

5.63. There is good comparative evidence that finite verbs were prosodically weaker (that is, were pronounced with weaker stress or slower pitch) than other parts of speech, especially in main clauses. In Vedic Sanskrit, main-clause finite verbs that do not stand at the beginning of their clause (or a verse-line of poetry) are written in the manuscripts without accent marks. In Greek, the rules for accenting verbs are different for those from nouns, and resemble the accentuation of strings of clitics; this suggests an affinity between the prosody of verbs and the prosody of chains of weakly stressed or unstressed particles. In Germanic heroic poetry, fully stressed words alliterate with one another, but certain verbs, together with unstressed pronouns and particles, do not participate in alliteration; this suggests weaker prosodic


Some branches also have evidence for a preterite participle in *-lo-: Arm. aorist participle gercal ‘taken, having taken’, OCS preterite participle nes-dá ‘having carried’, and Toch. A gerundive (verbal adjective) ritual ‘united’.

5.61. In addition to the participles, PIE had verbal adjectives in *-tós- and *-mé-, added to the zero-grade of a verbal root. These indicated completed action and were semantically like past participles in English: if the verb they were formed from was transitive (like eat), the verbal adjective was passive and past in tense (eaten); but if the verb was intransitive (like go), the verbal adjective was simply past in tense (gone). Thus the root *-gm-tó- ‘kill’ formed the verbal adjective *-gm-tó- ‘slain’ in Vedic Skt. bhatá and Gk. *-phátos, and the intransitive root *-gm-mó- ‘come’ has *-gm-tó- ‘(having come)’ in Vedic Skt. bhatá, Gk. *-phátos, and Lat. ventus. Less widespread than *-tós- was *-mé-, whose participial function is clearest in Indo-Iranian, as in Vedic Skt. bhru-á-má ‘(having been) split’ (< *bhút-mó-), but also in Germanic and Slavic in a longer form *-mén- or *-mé-, as in Goth. bit-ans, Eng. bite-n (< *bhút-ont-) and OCS mís-lí ‘carried’. Similar forms, like *phá-mó-, ‘full’, were once participles *(‘filled up’) but have descendants that are only adjectives and no longer part of any verbal paradigm: Vedic Skt. purna-, Lat. plenus (versus past participle -pletus ‘filled’), Goth. fulls (double *-t-< *-t-), Old Irish luin, and Lith. pilnas.

Neither of these formations is found in Anatolian. For other uses of *-tós-, see §6.77.

Verbal composition

5.62. Verbs were often combined with adverbs to modify their meaning. Such adverbs were called preverbs and in the first instance remained separate words. Over time they tended to join with verbs as prefixes. As there are some interesting syntactic phenomena associated with this subject, we will defer discussion of preverbs until §§8.9ff. Occasionally, verbs were compounded with a non-adverbial element, such as a noun. The most familiar example of this is the verb for ‘believe, trust’, *kred dhp-, literally ‘place one’s heart in’, which became Vedic Skt. śrdd dadhati ‘trusts, believes’, Lat. credó ‘I believe’, and Old Irish creidim ‘I believe’.

Prosodical status of verbs

5.63. There is good comparative evidence that finite verbs were prosodically weaker (that is, were pronounced with weaker stress or slower pitch) than other parts of speech, especially in main clauses. In Vedic Sanskrit, main-clause finite verbs that do not stand at the beginning of their clause (or a verse-line of poetry) are written in the manuscripts without accent marks. In Greek, the rules for accenting verbs are different for those from nouns, and resemble the accentuation of strings of clitics; this suggests an affinity between the prosody of verbs and the prosody of chains of weakly stressed or unstressed particles. In Germanic heroic poetry, fully stressed words alliterate with one another, but certain verbs, together with unstressed pronouns and particles, do not participate in alliteration; this suggests weaker prosodic
status for those verbs. In certain Germanic languages, such as modern German, verbs are required to be the second syntactic unit in main clauses, which is the same position taken by many unstressed sentence particles elsewhere in Indo-European (Wackernagel’s Law, see §§8.22ff.). All these facts taken together suggest that finite verbs were in some way prosodically deficient in PIE. Whether verbs in PIE were true clitics, that is, had no stress and formed an accentual unit with a neighboring stressed word, is uncertain, but is a position defended by many Indo-Europeanists. However, it is clear that even if they could behave as clitics some of the time, they were fully stressed when moved to the front of a clause for emphasis or contrast, or when occurring in subordinate clauses. This is not too surprising, since weaker prosodic status of verbs (vis-à-vis nouns) is a common cross-linguistic phenomenon.

For Further Reading

Comprehensive recent works on the verb are wanting; the volumes on the verb in Brugmann 1897–1916 and Hirt 1927–37 (see Bibliography, ch. 1) are rather out of date. Books on the IE verb are generally specialized. Watkins 1969 is a very influential examination of the prehistory of PIE verbal inflection. Jasanoff 1978 is an in-depth study of the relationship (vis-a-vis Wackernagel’s Law, see §§8.22ff.). Comprehensive recent works on European verbal roots and reconstructed stem-forms. Up-to-date – though in various places controversial – is Rix 2001, a dictionary of Indo-European verbal roots and reconstructed stem-forms.

For Review

Know the meaning or significance of the following:

tense-stem
primary verb
derived verb
voice
active
middle
mediopassive
mood
imperative
subjunctive
optative
primary endings
secondary endings
‘hic et nunc’ particle
root present
Narten present
nasal infix
"je/o"-present
augment
injunctive
simgatic aorist

Exercises

1 Name the function(s) of the following PIE suffixes:
   a "-nt-
   b "-nd-
   c "-uos/-us-
   d "-th-
   e "-ne- (infix)
   f "-tö-
   g "-th- (prefix)
   h "-e-
   i "-s-
   j "-je/o-
   k "-je-
   l "-m(e)no-
   m "-mi-
   n "-jelo-
   o "-jeh-/-ih-
   p "-oh-
   q "-s-
   r "-t-
   s "-ro-
   t "-er-
   u "-h-
   v "-ntu-
   w "-ę-
   x "-h-
   y "-th-
   z "-th-

2 Identify the following reconstructed PIE verb inflectional endings as specifically as possible:

a "-th-
   b "-th-
   c "-ti-
   d "-ti-
   e "-ye-
   f "-te-
   g "-m-
   h "-si-
   i "-e-
   j "-jeh-
   k "-tu-
   l "-te-
   m "-mi-
   n "-jelo-
   o "-jeh-
   p "-oh-
   q "-s-
   r "-t-
   s "-ro-
   t "-er-
   u "-h-
   v "-ntu-
   w "-ę-
   x "-h-
   y "-th-
   z "-th-

In exercises 3–8, indicate the position of the accent in each PIE form that you give.

3 The following verbal roots formed root presents of the ordinary (non-Narten) type in PIE. Provide all three singular forms and the 3rd plural in the present indicative active.
   a *kitei- ‘settle’
   b *hrei- ‘blow’
   c *syenh- ‘make a sound’
   d *teug- ‘gather’
   e *g’hen- ‘slay’
   f *blieth- ‘weep’

4 The following verbal roots formed simple thematic presents. For each one, provide (1) the 1st and 2nd singular and 3rd plural present indicative active, and (2) the 3rd singular and 3rd plural imperfect indicative active. Include the augment where possible.
   a *pek- ‘cook’
   b *pleu- ‘swim’
   c *heudh- ‘trust’
   d *h’ei- ‘go’
   e *leg- ‘gather’
   f *dheg ‘h- ‘burn’

5 The following verbal roots formed nasal-infix presents. For each one, provide (1) all three singular forms and the 3rd plural in the present subjunctive active, and (2) the present optative stems.
   a *bheid- ‘split’
   b *peuh ‘cleanse’
   c *kleu- ‘hear’
   d *h’ei- ‘go’
   e *terd- ‘bore’
   f *k’reih ‘exchange’

6 The following roots formed perfects. Provide all three singular forms and the 3rd plural for each perfect.
   a *h’negh- ‘reach, attain’
   b *dyei- ‘tear’
   c *demh- ‘dare’
   d *genh- ‘beget’
   e *neig- ‘wash’
   f *g’em- ‘come, go’

7 Form the causative-iterative stem for each of the following verbal roots and give a translation.
   a *bheudh- ‘wake’
   b *leuk- ‘fight’
   c *joudh- ‘fight’
   d *legh- ‘lie’
   e *demh- ‘tame’
   f *negh- ‘disappear, come to harm’

8 The following are a mixture of thematic and strong athematic singular present stems. For each stem, (1) identify as specifically as possible the type of present it exemplifies, and (2) provide the singular and plural optative stems.